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The Van Gogh museum in Amsterdam has developed high-quality 
3D reproductions of some of its finest paintings, with what it describes as 
the most advanced copying technique ever seen. Axel Rüger, the museum’s 
director, said: “It really is the next generation of reproductions because they 
go into the third dimension. If you’re a layman, they are pretty indistinguishable 
[from the originals]. Of course, if you’re a connoisseur and you look more 

closely, you can see the difference.”

Sidewalk surfing
The first manufactured skateboards were ordered by a Los 

Angeles, California surf shop, meant to be used by surfers in their 
downtime. The shop owner, Bill Richard, made a deal with the Chicago 
Roller Skate Company to produce sets of skate wheels, which they 
attached to square wooden boards. Accordingly, skateboarding was 
originally denoted “sidewalk surfing” and early skaters emulated 

surfing style and maneuvers, and performed barefoot.

You talk about an approach that 
is interested in crafts; which is contrary 

to that of digital tools that are being developed. Those 
might be oriented more towards the true copy, in which the 
dimension of feelings might be questionable.

Could you describe a cave?

Hein van Duppen

Did you work on the reproduction 
of the cave and did the architects construct  

a weather-proof box around it?

How did the Scientific Committee 
make a selection? What did they want to 

show? The drawings that were the most detailed? 
The oldest paintings? I find the abstract drawings the most 

fascinating. But are these the most valued? Did they think of what 
the public would like to see? In the guided tour a wall drawing 
of horses gets a lot of attention because the horses express 

different emotions - emotions we can relate to as 
humans.

When did you touch a painting for the last time? 
Printed painting asks for new gestures 

My thesis is about concrete. Specific locations where 
they use the material in different ways. Pier15 is 
interesting because it is an outside space inside.

Global experience - famous skate spots 
from all over the world integrated in 
Pier15. You don’t have to leave Breda to 
skate in San Francisco.

When I visited Pier15 in Breda it was around Sinterklaas. 
The wall reminded me of a chimney that Zwarte Piet 
uses to bring presents to the children. I thought, that’s 
a strange object. You would not find it in a public 
space in the Netherlands. 

You said you could visit the original cave? 
What was for you the main difference 
between the original one and this one, 
the constructed cave?

Why is it not allowed to take photo’s 
inside? I am curious because it’s a replica 
so it’s not a preservation aspect.

Inside there is fake concrete 
painted plywood plates. 

Can you describe this cave? 
The replica.

This skatepark looks like an outside space 
also because there is street furniture. 

Material transformation - 
American tiles became 
Dutch bricks 

Pier15 is like a small section of public 
space that they have reconstructed? 

During my visit the temperature in the cave 
was warmer 16°C then outside 10-13 °C. The visitors had the 

perception that it was too warm in the Caverne du Pont D’arc but it is the 
exact temperature of the Chauvet cave. The Chauvet cave is not accessible for 

the public so it’s impossible for them to know what the temperature is. The visitor 
estimates the temperature with a general idea of what a temperature in a cave should 

be. Taking this in consideration you could say the temperature in the cave is a too 
direct translation. I would propose to always make it slightly colder than 

outside in order to create the feeling of a cave.

Are the railings the same 
railings that they use in the 
city? Or are they also imitated?

This is especially with 
benches and railings?

Is it still possible to skate on the street?

Are there certain circumstances 
important in the public space?

In the shop there are postcards of the Caverne 
du Pont D’arc and not of the Chauvet cave . 
Was that a conscious decision?

What is the width of these seams?

It’s fascinating how place 
makers try to remake nature through analysing 

and simulating movements. They try to understand forms 
and shapes, but can we understand nature? Trees have a certain 

form, colour and size, because of its family and the conditions where it 
grows; the amount of water, the direction of the wind, the humidity and the 

amount of the light. When they make trees for Pier15, they start with a list of 
how the tree should function. The tree has to be a certain height so the skaters 

can’t catch the leaves and branches, for example. It’s fascinating that they 
didn’t start with how the tree had to look, but how it should function. 

The challenge for the maker is to make the tree in such a 
way so that it still looks natural.

After the conversations in Breda I visited 
the skatepark in the Zuiderpark to see the combination of a 

public space and a skatepark.  It was disappointing as they used street 
elements you find in public spaces in a different context. It was a wide open park 
with concrete blocks where they had attached railings. But it was still a park. My 

wish would be that one would design a square with street elements that 
have double functions, so you can use the railing to walk up 

the stairs but you can also use it to skate on.

Construct your one skatepark

When I visited the Caverne du 
Pont D’arc I looked for the interpretation 

parts [sewing], but it was really hard to find. It is so well 
done there is a perfect transformation between the different 
elements. They used light as a tool to show the reproduced 

parts, while the interpretation parts [sewing] were 
dark.

Hein van Duppen

I enter the luxury prefab trailer with neon lights, 
enterprise-rent-a-car. A lady in a black suit is helping me. I fill in the forms, 

she gets the key and lays them on the desk. Could you please make a payment for the 
deposit? I fill in my code but it does not work. My new credit card is blocked and they did not accept 

the credit card of my mother. What should I do now? I feel desperate. I decide to take the train to Avignon. 
Maybe at the hostel they could help me. In the train I meet Simon Tassus, he helps me to check [on his phone] if there 

are possibilities to rent a car or to go with public transport to the cave. But unfortunately it’s not possible to rent a car 
without a credit card in your name and the bus runs only once a day. When we arrive in Avignon he gives me his phone 

number. In the hostel they could not help me. I contact Simon and he offers me his own private car, Peugeot 206. For 
three days I drive through rough autumn landscape with Kanye West and Lana del Rey in the speakers. 

I want to end with a special thanks to Simon, that he had the trust and good spirit to rent me his 
private car in France!

Skaters experience 
spaces through material 

characteristics. An old town is annoying 
because there are stones. They want 

to have smooth surfaces like 
concrete!

It is socially unacceptable to film in the 
Pier15 for skate movies. The skatehall is for training. The 

street is for performing. It’s not allowed to sell postcards of the 
wall drawing of Chauvet Cave. In the souvenir shop they sell the 

replica drawings of Caverne du Pont D’arc, made in 2015. This 
shows that smooth places have a distinct value of 

their own!

Hein van Duppen

Can you describe some 
of the cave paintings?

Did you research how public space 
looks? For example the tree box where the edge 

is also a seating element.

Viollet-le-Duc’s was not only a 
restoration. He also also added elements such as the 

Gargoyles of the Notre-Dame. There are similarities between 
the replica cave and the indoor skatehall where they add 

or take away parts to create a more smooth place.

Are these the wall paintings of the 21st century?

There is no interpretation or reasoning. 
Everything is well documented, so we will know 
why they made this smooth place. Could this 

research be part of the data set to make a 
reconstruction? Why did we make 

these smooth places?

Imagine that 
we are now in the year 

3000 and that archeologists 
just discovered the remains of 

the reproduction [Caverne du 
Pont D’arc], built in 2015. What 
would this discovery tell us 

about our present history?

Was there a competition 
between cities in the Netherlands to 

have indoor skatehalls? Was there government 
subsidy to support skateboarding? 

Or to forbid skating on the street?!

The rhino has left its cave
On a trip to our universe

His new steppe is round and orange
My backpack is black

Together we move
Through time and space

For me the cave drawings are a kind of prehistoric stop motion 
animation. Frozen body movements of animals are precisely positioned 
on the waving walls. If you move your body the animals become alive. It 
was pretty difficult to look and move at the same time in the right rhythm. 
In the shop they sell postcards with depictions of these walls to give you 
an impression, but these are static views, without movement. 
  This button shows the transformation of time and 
material. Various wall drawings are stacked after each other in one 

button. With a blink of an eye the animal starts to move. Next to 
that there is also a physical movement I pin the button on my 

backpack and we travel together.

So the this replica is the replica of 
the Chauve Pont D’arc cave. Uuuhhmm it’s not exactly 

the same because the real one is bigger. The real one is 8000 
square meter on the floor and this one is 3500 square meter so it’s 

smaller this one. Is not subterranean but it’s on the floor everything is on 
the same level. So you don’t have to go up or go down. It’s a contemporary 

replica but inside the replica all the main depictions are recreated. 
It means that in the real one, we have found about one thousand 

drawings. Four hundred and twenty five animals are depicted in 
the real one. So those depictions are recreated in the 

replica.  

it is a new creation with artists. And 
artists now who tried to discover in themselves 

the same movements and the same inspirations. It is not just 
a copy. You know.

So we were involved in a 
discussion - well, we won’t get to deep 

into this now because it is a rather long debate but it 
is true that we also had a debate on the reconstruction saying 

that if one does a painting does one make an exact copy; a kind 
of manually manufactured photocopy of the original or do we make a 

reproduction. Those are inspired by the way the real painter worked and 
reproduced these gestures as close as possible. So instead of making a copy, we 

make a reproduction; ‘‘un faux’’, as they say in French. It is not an exact copy but 
it mimics the dynamics of the movement. Actually there are two schools of thoughts 
today. There is this school that makes Lascaux IV based on identical copies, but which 
makes copies that are quite a bit dead. There is no life in these copies actually. It is a 

kind of manual copying of images. And then there is the attitude that was taken with 
the painters of Chauvet - Alain Dalis and Gilles Tosello the two great leaders of 

that reconstruction. We opted for the reproducer’s attitude, saying get 
inspired by the movements. Get inspired by the way of painting. Be 

inspired by the material. And so we did things in the way they 
were made, in one motion. They are not reproduced 
identically because this has no life. 

Well, that I would say is the last stone of the 
scenographer in this reconstruction; to have brought the 

movement in painting. Which was not at all the opinion of the scientific 
committee. They wanted to have a copy, closest possible to the truth. And 

so they wanted to make copies and we said: no, we must not make copies. It’s not 
the right solution. We must make reproductions in the same way Van Gogh would 

have reconsidered one of his paintings. He would never have done exactly the same. If 
one had given a painting by Van Gogh to Van Gogh by telling him to copy it, well I think 

he would have made another almost identical painting but it would not be the same. But 
at least it would have been a real Van Gogh and not a copy of Van Gogh. So here we are 
somewhat in the same situation. We accepted and we managed to make them accept a little 

bit of error in some of the reconstituted paintings in favour of gesture and life. I think that it 
was important to bring in this dimension because it is one dealing with perception. As 

scenographers we are always dealing with feelings. We are constantly thinking: 
what will the visitor feel. And he needs to feel that this painting was made 

by a painter and that it is not a copy of a painting that was made 
by a manual machine. So, that’s the issue. (laughter)

It will not exist. That is for sure. 
In any case the certainty that I have is that 

whatever happens in life, we can program a digital future 
but I think that nothing can replace this thing. Except perhaps 

if one day we made a humanoid robot in which we put Van Gogh’s 
brain or one of those painters who reproduces things with that same 

clumsiness as well. Then maybe in a hundred years we could have 
these humanoids that replace humans because they will almost have no 
defaults. But today as we are in touch very closely with both ; computer 
aided design and real materials, I supported the decision to make a 
reconstruction by hand and not a digital reproduction. Because today 

anyway digital tools do not satisfy. Today, we could make it happen with 
digital tools, but we would never ever get what we can see here. And 

for thirty years, forty years we will have this reconstruction to 
be in any case exceptional. No matter what happens it 

will remain exceptional.

There was a scheme established 
by the Scientific Committee, that assembled the 

so-called sequences or shells. The Scientific Committee 
for several years met and made a list of things that should 

absolutely be shown. So we had a sort of blueprint and 
a list of contents that should be along the paths. 

Can I describe a cave? I have just visited an 
artefact of one, we didn’t go down into earth. We went into a 

concrete block and witnessed a kind of prehistoric impression 
of human [….]it didn’t lived true.

We have exactly the same 
entrance. It is positioned in the same way as in the 

real cave, so that in the current entry of the guided tours 
one passes, at first, the large landslide, which is the old historic 
entrance, and then one is in the large draft room, followed by a 

course that is identical to the real cave. So they chose for a 
layout that matches the historic course of the real 

cave.

We tried to make the park as streetwise as possible. 
And then you must have the materials, as you know. Concrete and 

granite and those kinds of things, pretty cool stuff.

Yes they have tried street obstacles, that 
is sort of a modern thing, before a skatepark was mostly 
quarter pipes etc. now it’s more street things.

Yes but that was the intention. That’s why they placed 
a tree inside. So that it is still a hybrid between a classic skate park 
with ramps, you know, and other things such as a tree box which you 

encounter on squares. So that it is a bit in between these.

The space is well used for a relatively 
small space. Almost everything fits into it. There is almost 

nothing that is not here. Everyone finds it more fun to skate on 
another element. Luckily everything is in. In a relatively small track. The 

downside is  that it quickly becomes busy because it is not very 
big. But basically it’s a supercool park.

It looks beautiful, it is based on few famous street 
skatespots in Europe summarized in one park. It’s just relaxed 
that you also can drink something etc. Also as nightlife spot.

We tried to recreate some really famous skate 
spots. And some of these objects you really need to have in a 

skate park. In a skate park you need certain objects. For example, that 
thing that we have made out of bricks is also in China banks, San 

Fransico but much longer with little benches.

This comes more and more 
towards each other. The last parks we realized are 

much more oriented to urban planning, that it is really part 
of the streetscape. This is relatively new. MetaPlus were just steel 

object that they just placed BAM. A square surface and then a quarter, 
again a quarter and then a few other things in the middle and that 

would be a skate park. In last years this is evolving. That 
is pretty cool.

But it doesn’t necessarily feel like that 
because you have to pay to get in. It is true that they try 

to integrate skate parks with public space. You can see it in other 
parts of Europe but also in Rotterdam we have Zuiderpark and that is 

meant as a skatepark but also just intertwined with a basketball 
court and other things. All integrated together.

You can arrange public spaces to skate for us, that 
is truly paradise. But nowadays it’s much more common that if 

they build a skatepark, then they build it like a park. There’s much more 
atmosphere. Before you just had those metal things, that is cold, but a 

tree or something, here they also have a lamppost, you know 
those little things.

It’s actually quite funny, in many sports 
you adapt the elements, in skateboarding it is just the  

opposite. You adapt to the elements. If something is too high you 
will still try to get on it. This happens with the wall too. With a plain 

wall you might think, I can’t do anything with that, but you 
can still ride on the wall, that kind of stuff.

Hein van Duppen

I am myself quite critical of this work, in the sense 
that I would have preferred to reproduce the true cave in its entirety, 
but it was impossible financially, even though technically it was possible.

The volume. The volumes are very different. 
The real cave is more than 8000m2 and this one is only 

3000m2 so the volume is very very different. And the sound inside, when 
you are with a few persons in the cave it’s like you are in the real one because 
you have all the volume around you and the silence. It’s very specific but if you 

are with many inside the cave it’s impossible. You don’t feel like the real one, 
haha. The volume and sound is very different.

In fact we always try to stay at the true 
temperature of the cave, which is 16°C I think. Therefore, 

in winter, even if it is 0°C or -10°C outside, the inside temperature is kept 
at 16°C, which is the temperature of the original cave. However, in summer for 

comfort reasons for the public, we could not imagine drastic cooling as it is a place 
where it can be very hot, up to 30°C. Firstly, for technical reasons, because it is very 

complicated. And also we could not imagine to always have 16°C whereas it’s 30°C outside, 
because it was dangerous for children, elderly, etc. So the decision was made to create a 

thermal shock during summer days. 8°C is a real thermal shock between the outside 
and the inside. But we always try to approach as close as possible to 16°C. Up to 

25°C outside, the inside temperature remains at 16°C. And after 25°C the 
temperature is gently and proportionately increased. We try to avoid 

big twisted shocks.

I would like to have more humidity, 
more noise, more, more to to to feel like in real, 

in a real grot. It’s a little to clean for me.

This cave is so very much a condensed 
version of the natural one. Floor level. We don’t go 

down. Temperature-wise it’s very average you don’t get any 
kind of wet and humidity impression. You just walk along a path and 

you stop in various places where you can see the paintings as our 
ancestor homo sapiens conducted some element of art 

as it was at the time.

Yes we hope that people that visit the cave will be in the 
same conditions. Then they could be in the real one. So not taking pictures 

is part of the conditions. Now it’s quiet different during, but during the summer 
time there are a lot of people and they don’t listen to the guide and actually that 

is a problem. Here it’s like a sanctuary, the real one is a sanctuary. We try to 
propose the same visit conditions.

They say we redid it exactly the same, 
but the atmosphere is not the same. The place 

where  it’s put, it’s not the same. I think there is a problem with 
the light I don’t know why. Of course of course, they show, they put 

the lights on the drawings, but there is no light on the drawings. So 
if they put the light on the drawings, why don’t they put the lights 

everywhere? You know? We are not in the same conditions. I 
don’t know anyway, maybe it’s well done?

They imagined a black open ceiling 
actually, which means they imagined that it was open and that 

behind this it would have been black you could not see the behind. Because in 
fact their idea was to have two partition walls and to illuminate these panels from the top. 

There was a traverse in their idea, a suspended traverse to illuminate each side. One would 
walk around in the centre, in between these walls and they lit them like that. And so we first said 
that we wanted to illuminate it in a different way, because one is not supposed to be outside, so 

there is no sun. We wanted to illuminate the bottom because they used fire as lightning. In 
fact they painted with torches and they used fire. So we ensured that all the lighting 

can come from the bottom because lighting never came from the top

It’s true it’s a bit 
strange that you have to do replica to 

understand things but you know it is part of the learning, if 
you want to respect the environment you can’t just put mass tourism 

trough old things so it’s just weird that we have to replicate everything but 
at the same time it’s a good way to expose to young kids, like we 

have something that is a bit different.

Well Lascaux is also a replica, so for me it 
is really not a problem. I think now they have the technique 

to do really something great about it and I think it is better because in 
any case from now on I think no other cave will ever be open. Whatever they 
discover in the next few years they won’t open it to the public any more, it’s 

so fragile. So it’s the future of the caves. So I don’t have a problem with 
that as long as the replica is faithful, which is the case

It’s a contemporary recreation. 
But in fact it is the only way to preserve the real 

one. But you’re right it’s a new creation and a new 
creation with artists.

Before they didn’t kick you out so quickly. At 
the end of the nineties they introduced skate stoppers 

on places where skaters were making trouble. For example, on 
rails and banisters metal balls were soldered so you could no 

longer slide over them.

Yes for example stairs etc. Or they put 
something in front. A wastebasket. They have a lot of methods 

to obstruct us. Some methods to obstruct us makes the spots more 
awesome. That is true but that’s not always the case haha.

It is more and more accepted I have the feeling. A lot of 
people see that it is just cool and that we don’t come to destroy things. But 

it also depends on who it is, for example in my neighborhood old people send me 
away because they don’t understand it so well. It differs.

Important? Jah smooth surfaces. If there would 
be something to skate on, it can only happen if you can ride 

to it. You know. Other than that many things are skate stopped. Then 
they attach those little metal things to make sure you no 

longer skate there.

I think only in skateparks. Just a 
little bit right? You’ve got places where the 
police wouldn’t kick you out so quickly.

It is based on the railings because that’s where 
it comes from, the street.  For skating they are custom made, we 
adapted the height. On the street they are quite high.

Yes it is different. You feel that is it made for 
skating, everything is just easier. When you go skating on 

the street you have for example a beautiful railing [trick Andrew] that is 
super doable but if you look at the pavement then it is super difficult when you 

ride towards it, there are cracks, at a skate park you’re never bothered by this. There 
they make it precise so that it is all perfect. We often see that you go first to a 

skatepark for training, then you go to the street.
 Because it is easier.

The only thing that I would say has been removed in the restitution  
are the silences between the paintings. Because in the real cave there are 

often important lengths. So actually the silences have been cut. That’s why, I say, that 
one could critique it, and that’s probably been done, it is as if we had taken an opera and 

had cut the best pieces to reassemble them, saying with let’s say a three-hour opera, to 
make it last one hour and a half. So it’s kind of the same approach that was made here. We 

took the most impressive pieces and assembled them by shortcutting the course. So 
obviously, as a music lover I would never do this to an opera (smile). Well, it 

was a choice. I did not take that decision.

I learned it from other guys who did 
the same thing. A friend of mine lives in France and 

builds a lot of outdoor skate parks. Just assisted him for one 
summer. Shit, I want to learn it man, how does it work. Applying 

the concrete in that kind of form comes from America, 
making pools. From those old pools.

They assembled the images one after the other 
and wanted to displace them like in a traditional museum; 

a large gallery of paintings. And in doing so they forgot the ceiling, 
saying that the ceiling would help us to install the lighting. That’s where I 

came into this project, arguing that it was impossible to restore the cave without 
restoring the ceiling. So all of a sudden, there were 1500 square meters of ceiling; 

a huge surface. The entire surface of the ceiling was added by us, saying, we can not 
pretend to reconstruct the cave without reconstructing its ceiling. The initial draft had 
no ceiling. Even the first competition sketches showed a cave without ceiling, and it is us 

who imposed this ceiling to be added. And the second thing we did, I would say in the 
scenographer’s major interventions, which is our profession, is actually to control the 

space. So I insisted on saying we can’t recreate the atmosphere of the cave 
if we do not restore its quality, namely its ceiling. And it is our job as 

scenographers to impose that ceiling.

Our first skatepark wasn’t like Pier15. 
That was at his parents in their greenhouse. We are 

all from the same neighbourhood, that’s how we know each 
other. That was super shit of course but for then it was 

cool. Pier15 is the final result of  this.

In my own city there are not so many 
place for skateboarding, it is a very old 

town so you have many annoying stones.

I only go to skate with one of my friends. Most of the 
guys I skate with only skate in the skate parks. Outside skating on 

squares, steps and rails, ‘In the wild’ so to say, most of the guys just use 
that for filming because it’s just not allowed to skate outside, you get kicked 

out. There are some fanatic younger guys, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, that are 
searching for spots in Breda. But I only skate in skate parks

You have smooth surfaces here and the people come 
here to skateboard. Its allowed to skate here, there are no people that are 

complaining. This is training more training. This is indeed our gym, you know, it’s just training 
and what you’ve learned here you go and perform on the street. If you do it on the street, it is 

much more difficult. Here you actually do a trick faster than on the street.

Lately we 
are busy filming a skate video. It is 

common that you do that on the street so that is why we 
do it on the street too. Skateboarding also started on the street. 

It also has something to do it just on the street.

That is also training, it’s the same as the 
skatepark, it is considered as easy if you’re for example going to 

film a trick and you are the guy that is sponsored by different brands and 
you film a trick the sponsor would say yeah that’s nice but go do it on the 

street.

Skaters have been complaining as 
long I have been skating that they want to have indoor skate 

parks and now skate parks are everywhere and then it is still not good. The 
skate parks are okay but there it is not allowed to film. In video it is not done to use skate 
park footage. It has to be filmed outside on squares, in the wild. That’s the strange 

thing with skateboarding that you actually get it and then you can still only 
use it for, as the kids call it, training.

Aaahmm because there was a little 
problem with the inventors, the three scientists 

who discovered the real cave. There is a copyrights problem but 
there are several books in the library with real pictures. And 

books that are dealing with the real cave.

In one year’s time we did a work that actually took 20,000 years. 
We first hollowed the stone by the river, then added the material layers 

that seeped from the ground situated above. Then we added all kinds of materials, 
compressions that are somewhat translucent. They were deposited on the stone and 

were added in the same way, with the same thinking the sculptors developed. They almost 
spent a year making prototypes, re-manufacturing crystals and watching, understanding 
how materials flow in order to accurately reproduce the natural movements of these 

materials. It’s been the same for the painters who questioned the course of the water and 
the deposits. Deposits were simulated on sculpture. So we did this work, I would say 

of reconstruction, which is also about imitating the natural movement; first 
carving the river in the stone, then the flow of water through adding 

translucent materials.

There was a work on what we call seams. The shells 
are pieces copied of the original that are assembled almost always, not 

always always - in the right angle and in the same vertical position as they occupy in the 
real cave. So these shells are contiguous to each other and in-between two of them there is indeed a 

sewing work. The sewing allowing seamless assembly is indeed a work of interpretation, I would say. There 
is something. There is a time when we had to smoothen the in-between, as quite distant shells found 

themselves approached to each other. That’s why we call it sewing, like in textiles. To assemble 
all elements and in order to create a passage, there were a lot of sculptors working on site.

Between 50cm and 1.50m, 
which means that still 80% of the 

shells are copies of the original.

It does come from street 
skating. With a tree inside you really 

have the feeling you are outside.

Every trunk has a certain movement. Trunks as a whole are 
sort of straight, but there is always some movement.  For example the bottom 

bends a bit down the right and then its goes straight up and then it bends down the 
left and you need to react to this movement of the trunks. If you add branches then you see 

the trunk going in this direction, so you have to react with a bigger branch or with a 
smaller branch. It has to grow in the right proportions.

Well actually, it happened 
almost like you described; the architects first 

built a box, it did not happen the other way around. They 
designed a box made of walls and a frame that held it together and 

we had the responsibility of the interior. That means - the entire interior, 
right - so we were in charge of a second structural frame. We worked with a 

specialized consulting firm - which was not the engineer of the architect’s design 
team, who had another engineer - a design office that I had mandated.  So together, 

we designed a second frame so that the reconstructed cave is not hooked to 
the building that moves with the wind and snow and rain; but to one, that is 
completely dissociated. That new framework and the scenery itself do not move 

with the wind and rain.  In between both, we put all the technology because 
we had also mandated an acoustic engineer and we managed all the 

technology of air conditioning, humidity regulation and so on to 
emit absolutely no noise in the reconstruction. We wanted 

to have an extremely rigorous management of silence, 
that’s why we made it like this.

The generated income of the 3D 
printed paintings is used to finance the new 

entrance of the Museumpleinzijde. Is this the new business 
model for the museums in the Netherlands? Selling your art in 

Asia to fund a new wing of the museum.

Look, people don’t have 
knowledge about everything but 

they see a lot. People see if something is 
unnatural, people see that. They can’t say 
exactly whether this or that it is wrong but 

people see that it is not right. Do you 
understand what I mean?

Wienie Wijnhoven
Place maker

That is a skate hall and itís 
pretty rough there. The people that are 

skateboarding are jumping high and they try to 
catch a branch. The branch must be high so the 

skaters canít catch them. And as a whole 
that tree there must still look natural.

I prefer to skate outside in the 
outside park at De Scharen. If none of my friends 

go skating outside but go to the Pier then I  go there. 
Or if the weather is bad. But it’s a very cool park but 

everything is made of wood, I don’t like that I prefer 
concrete. Outside there’s concrete.

Hein van Duppen

My tom-tom is guiding me from Avingon 
to the Caverne du Pont D’arc, two and half hours drive. 

Straight highways transform slowly into small mountain roads, I arrive at 
a giant cliff. Is it so small? Am I  at the right place? Ahaa. Is this ironic? Is this a sign? 

The navigation has sent me to the Chauvet Cave! Why couldn’t I find the Caverne du Pont 
D’arc? I ask an old man working in his vegetable garden, but he doesn’t speak French? Cave, caverne, 

grotto, chauvet? No, no without any emotion on his face. I continue my ride, maybe it is at the top of the 
cliff. I stop by a panorama view of the Pont du Gard. What an incredible arc! I understand that they picked this 

location to make cave drawings in 36 000BP. Another car arrives, [young couple inside] do you know the way to 
the Caverne du Pont D’arc? Ahh the cave, you mean the new cave? Yes, we also want to go there later today. They 

check the address on their smartphone. You can follow us, we go down again and stop at exactly the same 
place. No, I think this is the Chauvet Cave! The lady goes to the restaurant. Five minutes later we have to 

go back to the village Vallon Pont d’Arc and then take the first roundabout to the right. It’s 15 
minutes from there. We drive together back and I find the Caverne du Pont D’arc!

There you just need to 
take the stairs. But you know itís just 

one of those things with people. People always 
want to make things as perfect as possible, and then 
there is a way to make it perfect and then it is not 

human enough again. You know.

Replica caves
1983   France, Lascaux II
2012   France, Lascaux III
2001   Spain, Altamira Cave
2015   France, Caverne du Pont D'arc
2016-06  France, Lascaux IV

Skateboarding was invented on the 
street. First there were no skate parks, 

then you had to skate on the streets. For example 
ramps are also copied from curves in a pool. They 

went skateboarding there to get extra speed.

We had a mix of a some fist impressions 
with some red pigments and just a bit like pointillism shaking 

up the shape of animals and we also had some carbon outlines of 
wild animals as they were at the time. 

The paintings are a big emotional shock, because it 
is a message that transcends time. This is why it is so singular. 

It’s hard to describe. It is a great primary emotion, I would say, or primate. 
Because it is soil that comes from very far away, to project their message. I am 

convinced that this is a message through time. So, I do not know what more to say; 
it’s just a great feeling. The image I have of this cave is a great feeling it is a 

journey back in time, in history.

To restore a building is not to repair 
it, nor to do maintenance or to rebuild, it 
is to reestablish it in an ultimate state 

that never existed before.

You know I think the notion of art has 
always been uncertain and, in any case, until  very 

recently present art has always been used for something, for 
propaganda, for religion, you know. It was never for free. Art for art’s 

sake it really something modern because we have so much leisure. You 
know what I mean, and we even have the leisure to ask ourselves 

those questions; what is art? You know. What is the use of art?

In any case this is a very 
timely evidence in history in the same way that one 

might say that Viollet-le-Duc is a very timely evidence in history 
because he manufactured medieval things in concrete. These things would 
not have existed fifty years before his time and obviously fifty years after, 
everyone was appalled by the idea of what Viollet-le-Duc did because 

he made things by distorting them so they became 
completely false.  

When it comes to materialization, I 
think that in fifty years there will certainly be 

very different virtual tools and we will probably make 
this kind of simulation without using these 

materials.

top

cave

bottom

Hmm I think our period is so 
well documented there won’t be as much 

interpretation and questioning as we have about 
the past because we don’t have as many document of the 

past so we can’t only interpret but in the future they will know 
everything about us. Everything about our mentality and why we 

are doing things like that because everything is in computers. 
It’s different. I think the archaeologist of the future will 

have much less trouble to understand us than 
we have to understand past people.

anyway we did exist then anymore!

Sophie Lefèvre 
Caverne du Pont D’arc - Press relations

Place maker

EMAIL 00-00-2015
Dear Chitra,

After the phone call I would like to explain my request for a 
visit + interview to the politieacademie in Ossendrecht. I’m 
currently researching CONSTRUCTED REALITY with concrete 
~ GECONSTRUEERDE REALITEIT met beton. For this research I 
visit several locations to find out more about; materiality & form 
[structure, composition, design], situation [context, location] 
and reality [meaning, use, representation, fiction / reality].

I would like to no more about the trainings village consisting of 
streets, squares, houses, a trailer park and a train station.
PHYSICAL - How is the training village established? Who 
designed it? Are there references of urban locations or 
trainings centrums used for the design? Who was the 
contractor [concrete prefab elements]? What materials are 
used in the construction of the training village? What type of 
city / environment / situation is still missing in the village?
USE - Which professions are trained there? What kind of 
situations are trained? Are effects used [noise, smell] to 
make the situation as real as possible? To what extent does 
the training environment of the village resemble a ‘real’ 
situation?

Finally, I want to introduce myself, my name is Hein van Duppen 
student at the Sandberg Institute Master of Interior Architecture 
in Amsterdam. In 2013 I finished my Bachelor of Urban and 
Regional Planning (BBE), NHTV in Breda. The interview is part 
of my graduation thesis that will be completed at the end of 
January 2016.

Hopefully it’s possible to make an appointment, between 1 and 
the 4 of December or if that is not possible in week 49. 
To interview an expert of the trainings village on-the-spot!

The Best,
Hein

EMAIL 00-00-2015
Dear Mr Van Duppen,

In response to our phone call, hereby the post-data of our 
organization. You can be addressed letter to the Chairman of the 
Executive Board, Mr. L. Chaste.

Regarding your questions: None of us have been involved in 
the construction. This took place in the 70s. Many functions 
were just built as facades, where we later label them with 
name cards so that a particular building serves as an office. 
That building is not built as office but later received that 
function, where only the outside of a building is a function 
for the police.

The train station is for example a section of a train on a 
couple of meters rails and two units that symbolize the 
waiting room. Further that is nothing.

As I estimate your question we cannot have that much added 
value to you.
You are of course free to address your request if you want.

Good luck with your further research.

Yours sincerely,
Louk van den Camp
projectleader housing / projectleader building property

Figure . Mock-up Town, Politieacademie,Ossendrecht, 
Source . Magazine ABP Wereld
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Jean-hugues Manoury
Scène - Scénographie et muséographie
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Hein van Duppen

Sophie Lefèvre 
Caverne du Pont D’arc - Press relations

Place maker

Hein van Duppen

Hein van Duppen

Hein van Duppen
used source - (Van Gogh Museum, 2013)

smooth places

Pier15 
Indoor Skatepark 
Veilingkade 12
4815HC, Breda, Netherlands

Preparation . seven years lobbying
Start building . 04-2014
Opened . 10-2014
M2 . 1100
Cost . 100.000 [sponsors Vans, Plywood, Jupiler]  
+ 240.000 [subsidy European Regional  
Development Fund] = € 340.000
Visitors per year . 35.000

Caverne du Pont D'arc
Replica Cave
Plateau du Razal
07150 Vallon-Pont-d’Arc, France

Preparation . 
Start building . 10-2012
Opened . 2015
M2 . 3000
Cost . € 55,000,000 (55 million)
Visitors per year . 475.000 

Politieacademie 
Mock-up Town
Pannenhoef 19
4641 ST, Ossendrecht, Netherlands

Preparation . 
Start building . 
Opened . sometime in the 70s
M2 . 
Cost . 
Participants per year . 

An indoor skatepark in Breda that looks like an 
outside public space. In the park you find; benches, 
trees [fake], lampposts and stairs with railings. The 
hall was opened October 2014 after sixs months of 
building. The skate park was initiated by Jeroen van 
Eggermond - Plywood Constructions and Martijn 
Bonk - skateshop Bonk. 

Place makers

Company . Plywood Constructions
Name . Jeroen van Eggermond
Profession . owner
Role in project . design, builder and initiator
Date conversation . 07-11-2015
Location conversation . Pier15

Company . Plywood Constructions 
Name . Yan de Hoogh
Profession . employee
Role in project . carpenter and prefab elements
Date conversation .  25-11-2015
Location conversation .  Workshop Plywood  
Constructions

Company . Kunstboomkunst
Name . Wienie Wijnhoven
Profession . owner 
Role in project . artificial trees
Date conversation .  01-01-2016
Location conversation .  telephone

Company . Scène - Scénographie et muséographie
Name . Jean-hugues Manoury
Profession . director
Role in project . scenography and interior
Date conversation .  04-12-2015
Location conversation .  skype

Company . Atelier Artistique de Béton
Name . Silvio Renzi
Profession . chef d’entreprise
Role in project . shotcrete specialist
Date conversation . 
Location conversation .  

Company . Fabre-Speller architectes
Name . Fabre
Profession . director
Role in project . architect exterieur
Date conversation .  did not want to contribute
Location conversation .  

Company . Caverne du Pont D’arc
Name . Sophie Lefèvre 
Profession . communication and press relations
Role in project . press relations
Date conversation .  14-12-2015
Location conversation .  office Caverne du Pont 
D’arc

Company . Caverne du Pont D’arc
Name . Emma, Lina, Benard
Profession . tour guides
Role in project . guided tours
Date conversation .  13-12-2015
Location conversation .  cave Caverne du Pont D’arc

Institution . Politieacademie
Name . Louk van den Camp
Profession . projectleider huisvesting- 
vastgoed beheer
Role in project . 
Date conversation .  did not want to contribute
Location conversation .  

User . Skater
Name . Gido Baggerman
From . Dordrecht
Background .  
Date conversation .  07-11-2015
Location conversation . Pier15

User . Skater
Name . Thomas
From . Rotterdam
Background .  
Date conversation .  07-11-2015
Location conversation . Pier15

User . Skater
Name . Tjeerd and Harro
From . Spijkernisse
Background .  
Date conversation .  07-11-2015
Location conversation . Pier15

User . Skater
Name . Yoel
From . Breda
Background .  
Date conversation .  08-11-2015
Location conversation . at his home

User . Visitor 
Name . Robert
From . 
Background .  
Date conversation .  12-12-2015
Location conversation . cave Caverne du Pont D'arc

User . Visitor 
Name . Lisa
From . 
Background .  tour guide other caves
Date conversation . 13-12-2015
Location conversation . cave Caverne du Pont D’arc

User . Visitor 
Name . Richard & Nadine
From . 
Background .  
Date conversation .12-12-2015
Location conversation . restaurant Caverne du Pont 
D’arc

User . Visitor 
Name . Anelise Pol
From . Ardèche
Background . agriculture
Date conversation . 12-12-2015
Location conversation . Pop’ Hostel

User . Visitor 
Name . Serge Haguenauer
From . 
Background . former architect
Date conversation .  12-12-2015
Location conversation . cave Caverne du Pont D’arc

User . Police in training
Name . 
From . 
Background .  
Date conversation .  
Location conversation . did not get access to 
training facilities  

experience users
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conversations

usersconversations

Axel Rüger 
Director Van Gogh Museum

- (The Guardian, 2013)
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Sophie Lefèvre 
Caverne du Pont D’arc - Press relations
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Sampling - remove the silence 

ceiling & Light - highlight with spots
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Caverne du Pont D’arc, tour guide
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contemporary recreation

The boarding room to regulate all the senses 
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grey marking  concrete
 
orange marking value

blue marking  motivation

     Street / Pier15 

     Chauvet cave / Caverne du Pont D'arc
 
yellow marking Smooth

green marking  copy / reproduction 

     remaking nature

pink marking  past & future

In 1994 they discovered the Chauvet Cave that 
contained figurative prehistoric paintings from 
36 000 BP. It gives an impression of the Upper 
Paleolithic life. In 2014 the site became part of 
the World Heritage list. To preserve the paintings 
they closed the cave from the public. They build a 
replica: Caverne du Pont D’arc, with sections of the 
Chauvet Cave.

A police mock-up town consisting of streets, 
squares, houses, a trailer park and a train station. 
For training; riot control, firefighters, ambulance, 
inspectors and special forces. Unfortunately 
I did not get access to the mock-up town, the 
Politieacademie, due to security reasons. 

Could also Paris have been the location 
for the Caverne du Pont D'arc? Next to 
the Louvre, the tourist are already there!

Figure . Van Gogh Museum’s new entrance

Source . www.archdaily.com

Sound, noise, echo

Hein van Duppen

Wienie Wijnhoven
Place maker

Smooth Places . Hein van Duppen

Design . Mirte van Duppen

Figure . 

Source . 

Figure . 

Source . 

Figure . 

Source . 

CHAUVET CAVE 

CAVERNE DU PONT D’ARC

Does this mean you can acquire 
a copyright if you discover a new place? Or 

does the replica cave not want to share the income from 
the souvenirs with the scientific committee? Would this 

copyright also be for the life of the discoverer, 
plus 50 or 70 years?

Hein van Duppen

Wikipedia
- (Wikipedia-Copyright, 2016)

Copyright subsists for a variety of lengths in different 
jurisdictions. The length of the term can depend 
on several factors, including the type of work (e.g., 
musical composition or novel), whether the work has 
been published or not, and whether the work was 
created by an individual or a corporation. In most of 
the world, the default length of copyright is the life 
of the author plus either 50 or 70 years.

Figure . 

Source . 
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Robert
Visitor 

User

Hein van Duppen

Viollet-le-Duc’s “restorations” 
frequently combined historical fact with 

creative modification. For example, under his 
supervision, Notre Dame was not only cleaned and 
restored but also “updated”, gaining its distinctive 

third tower (a type of flèche) in addition to 
other smaller changes.

Eugène Viollet-le-Duc
- (Wikipedia, 2015)

Eugène Viollet-le-Duc
- (‘A’A’ L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, 2010)

Hein van Duppen

Transformation of material

The first question would probably be: 
Why is there a copy? Actually, right now, we are in 

a very particular moment. Fifty years ago, we would never 
have done this copy and in fifty years, we will probably not 

do this kind of copy, we will do things differently.

Jean-hugues Manoury
Scène - Scénographie et muséographie

Place maker

Jean-hugues Manoury
Scène - Scénographie et muséographie

Place maker
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User Lisa
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Jean-hugues Manoury
Scène - Scénographie et muséographie

Place maker

I am a bit afraid that in 3000 years we 
will not be very interesting with this kind of information of 

our history. I hope not. Because I think between our parents and us we live 
differently, the information, the history. I think I am very poor in my... I do not have 

a very important culture in history compared to my parents. I am a bit afraid 
that our children are going to be less cultivated because we live 

the information we live the life differently.

Richard
Visitor 

User

Nothing will 
exist anymore. I think 

all of it will be crashed. Even the 
architecture of it is not so.... I am an 

architect, I used to be. This is the problem 
of those reconstructions, for how long are 
they? You know… anyway in 3000 years I 

think no one of us will be there and 
human people stop to live.

Nadine
Visitor 

User

Serge 
Visitor 

Gido
Skater

User

Wikipedia
- (Wikipedia-Skateboarding, 2015)

Hein van Duppen

Artist
Guillaume Bijl, Visie V, 1992
Hiroshi takizawa, The Concrete Is On My Mind, 2014
Katrina Palmer, The Loss Adjusters Part 1-2-3, 2015
Maria Fusco, Master Rock, 2015

Books and Articles
Adrian Forty, Concrete and culture, Reaktion Books, 2011
Eyal Weizman, Walking through walls, 2005
Jonathan Muecke, Sophie Krier and Bas Princen, Field 
Essays Issue One: Every Object contains an Image / Every 
Image contains an Object, Onomotopee, 2013
Fancis Ponge, Unfinished ode to Mud, CB editions, 2008
Maarten Keulemans, Toekomst voorspellingen, Volkskrant, 
19 december 2015
Jane Livingston, Dori Hadar, Mingering Mike, Princeton 
Architectural Press, 2007
Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour, 
Learning from Las Vegas, Mit Press Ltd, 1977
Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction, 1939

Film
Orson Welles, F. for fake, 1973
Werner Herzog, Cave of forgotten dreams, 2010
Dogville, Lars von Trier, 2003
Synecdoche, New York, 2008
Jacques Tati, Playtime, 1967
Patrick Keiller, Robinson in Space, 1997

Text & Quotes
Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, (1855). Incorporating contemporary 
creativity into conservation programs, ‘A’A’ L’Architecture 
d’Aujourd’hui, 2010, pp 52-53

Caverne du Pont D’arc, (2015), [cited on 5 December 
2015] Available at the World Wide Web: http://
en.cavernedupontdarc.fr/plan-your-visit/frequently-asked-
questions/

The Guardian (2013), [cited on 24 December 2015] 
Available at the World Wide Web: www.theguardian.com/
artanddesign/2013/aug/24/3d-replicas-van-gogh

Van Gogh Museum, (2013), [cited on 24 December 
2015] Available at the World Wide Web: http://www.
vangoghmuseum.nl/nl/over-het-museum/nieuwsberichten/
van-gogh-museum-lanceert-relievos

Werner Herzog, (2010), Cave Of Forgotten Dreams, 2010, 
min. 1:13:00

Wikipedia-Skateboarding, (2016), [cited on 2 January 2016] 
Available at the World Wide Web: https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Skateboarding

Wikipedia-Copyright, (2016), [cited on 21 January 2016] 
Available at the World Wide Web: https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Copyright_term

Wikipedia-Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, (2015), [cited on 22 
January 2016] Available at the World Wide Web:https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eug%C3%A8ne_Viollet-le-Duc

Wikipedia-Skateboarding, (2016), [cited on 2 January 2016] 
Available at the World Wide Web: https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Skateboarding

No interest in our history, we only look forward

Humanity does not exist anymoreEverything is well documented

Indoor skatepark Netherlands
1995 Tilburg, Ladybird
1998 Deventer, Burnside
1999 Rotterdam, skateland
2002  Eindhoven, Area5
2003 Heerlen, The Promise
2005 Apeldoorn, Real-X Skatepark
2008  Nijmegen, Waalhalla
2010 Den Haag, Sweatshop
2011 Arnhem, Skatehal
2012 Utrecht, Skatepark
2011 Amsterdam, MDSM 
2013 Den Bosch, World Skate Center
2013 Enschede, The Edge 
2014 Middelburg, Meker
2014 Breda, PIER 15
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Figure . Film still: The Cavern of Pont-díArc (creation) ñ 4

Source . http://lacavernedupontdarc.org 

Figure . Relief map, geological location plateau and river cliff  
Source . http://fr-fr.topographic-map.com 

 Figure . Distance between   and Chauvet cave 
Source . https://www.google.com/maps

Figure . 

Source . Hein van Duppen, 2015

Figure . Lascaux III

Source . https://www.dordogne.fr/lascaux/lascaux,_líexposition_internationale_(lascaux_iii)/637-3

Figure . Caverne du Pont D’arc

Source . http://lacavernedupontdarc.org 
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Figure . Vincent van Gogh - Zonnebloemen (1889), replica 3D print 2013, € 25,000

Source . http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/1041/Amsterdam/article/detail/3560985/2013/12/12/
Een-3D-printje-van-Van-Gogh-voor-slechts-25-000-euro.dhtml

Figure . Asia hotel art fair Hong Kong, 2015

Source . http://www.vangoghinternational.com/

Figure . Chauvet Cave & Caverne du Pont D’arc

Source . http://lacavernedupontdarc.org
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Figure . Ready for #concrete #pier15

Source . https://www.instagram.com/p/6iWm1-Pos8/ 

Figure . Concrete day #skatepark #pier15 #breda

Source . https://www.instagram.com/p/q4pqqTPoqT/ 
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